OUR SOLUTIONS
Access control
Time registration
Attandance registration
Visitor registration
Project registration
Integration

Biometrics

Biometrics is known for its innovative characteristics and recognition of personal
characteristics. Everyone always has the biometric features with them. Hence,
many of our solutions are based on biometrics. Our biometric solutions are safe and
reliable according to the GDPR legislation.

Wireless locks

The use of wireless lock technology has increased significantly in recent years.
Digital keys are cost effective, with wireless locks now offering the same capabilities
previously only available through wired doors at a much lower cost. The locks can be
installed quickly and efficiently on existing doors.

Multiple locations

In addition to small-scale use, our solution is also very suitable for organizations
with multiple locations. For example, chains with multiple branches, where the head
office has control over the locations and the location manager only has control over
their own data.

Need more information? Contact us

ACCESS CONTROL
Access control must be easy, simple and above all safe. In
combination with our software you can choose from finger
scans, face recognition, card readers, code panels, wireless
cylinders and wireless door fittings. Access is possible via
face recognition, finger scan, smartphone, card, tag, license
plate and / or code.
Modern access control is a combination of an integration with
access control, security cameras, time registration, lockers
and / or alarm systems. Our basic package is flexible and lays
the foundation for later expanding to your needs regarding
access control or other solutions that we offer.

Registration and access with:
Mobile card (NFC and BLE)
Finger scanner
Facial recognition
Cards

Pros

Code
Licence plate registration

•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily assign access to people
Can be integrated with own
software
Multiple locations
Register visitors in advance
Management in the cloud
Cost saving

TIME REGISTRATION
Our solutions guarantee a good, accurate and easy registration. That is often the ideal basis for the start of a
perfect time registration. Accurate per second. Registration of personnel or visitors is possible with smartphone,
card, tag, code and biometrics.
With the appropriate rights, everyone is provided with the correct information. For example, HR sees how many
hours an employee has been present. A department manager wants to know how many hours have been worked
in his department. Many organizations have now discovered the convenience to great satisfaction. The solutions
are cost efficient and have a high return on investment.

Smartphone as clock-in system

Time registration with the mobile phone has become increasingly
popular in recent years. The mobile phone can be used as an access card
for registration. Since people use their own smartphone as a key, this
reduces the risk of loss and maintenance costs. In addition, users are less
likely to hand over their smartphones. So you are assured of correct time
and attendance registration. You can easily register your employees from
your software dashboard.

Registration and access with:
Mobile Card (NFC and BLE)

Cards

Finger scanner

Code

Facial recognition

License plate registration

Integration

EasySecure International is a
specialist in the correct time
registration. From a simple Excel
document to full cloud integration for
planning, time and pay.

Pros
•
•
•
•
•

Management in
cloud
Multiple locations
Always available
pre-registration
Safe

the

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION

VISITOR REGISTRATION

Attendance overviews are a legal obligation for many
organizations. Our solution is quick and easy to
implement. You can register attendance on the basis of
biometrics, mobile phone, card or PIN. This can be done
across different locations and different departments.

A new visitor within your organization can only get
a first impression once. The registration form on the
desk is currently standard, but not very friendly to your
visitors. Immediately upon arrival, they have to note
their details, which are almost always already known.
In addition, everyone can view the (personal) data of
previous visitors by taking a look at the paperwork on
the desk.

By using our cloud software, you no longer have to look
at a board, but everyone can see it on their own PC,
tablet or smartphone. Management, the receptionist as
well as someone working in the warehouse can check
the presence.
In addition to presence, Easy Secure can also provide
real time information, such as which emergency team
is present. Moreover, other qualifications, such as
certificates and references, can be assigned to a user
and accessed under a general overview.

A visitor can be registered in various ways: via a web page
in your own house style, from your software dashboard
or via a tablet or touchscreen at the reception.
Create a pass for the visitor via mobile or hand out a
card. Visitor registration can also be combined with
license plate registration.

PROJECT REGISTRATION
With our project registration, we ensure fast and accurate
provision of information. We know better than anyone how
important this is for project-related companies.
Our project registration makes it possible to register hours on
projects, sub projects or customers and projects, and an activity.
The bookings are online, thus all overviews are up to date at any
time of the day.
The booked hours can easily be sent to your ERP package via
our software. Your employee reports to a scanner and can be
registered via a smartphone, card, code, finger and / or face. The
employee can only register for current projects, on which he is
allowed to book and only for the assigned activities.

Integration

EasySecure International is a
specialist in the correct time
registration. From a simple Excel
document to full cloud integration
with your ERP package.

Would you like advice?

Our team is ready to answer your questions and provide personalized advice.

Do you want a demo? Please contact us

EasySecure International B.V.
+31(0)85 01500 00
Info@easysecure.com
www.easysecure.com

